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Cfonic phase
Reflexes
Post-
convulsive
phase
'Post-
epileptic
automatism9
 from a few seconds to half a minute. It i»i\cs p!;uv to the clonir phase*,
in which the tonic spasm of the muscles is succeeded h> shaip short
interrupted jerks. In this phase the lonj'iie or the inside of uk* cheek
may be caught between the teeth ami billon, and the patient IVequonlh
foams at the mouth, the saliva heinji blood stained it' the tonpue lias
been bitten. Incontinence of urine frequently occurs, inainlincncc of
faeces less often.
The clonic phase usually lasts about a minute, the jerkini- movements
becoming loss ample and frequent as they die away. I>min» uk* attack
the pupils are usually dilated and fail to react to lifht. The tendon
reflexes and the plantar reflexes arc usually tcmponuilv abolished, and
the plantar reflexes are often extensor for a short period inunedi;itel\
after the attack. The conical reflexes are also lost.
When the convulsion is over, recovery of consciousness is gradual;
the patient is often unconscious for from half an hour to an hour, and
frequently unconsciousness passes into natural sla»p. Ilradachc is
common after an attack. Usually after recovering consciousness the
patient is mentally normal; exceptionally, however, the attack is followed
by u phase of 'post-epileptic automatism' durinjr, which the patient
though apparently aware of his surroundings carries out a scries of
actions which are often quite inappropriate to the circumstances and
of which he afterwards has no recollection. Thus, a housewife after a
fit in the middle of the night may get up and lay the table. Crimes of
violence arc sometimes committed by an epileptic during the phase of
post-epileptic automatism. This disturbance of consciousness occurs
more often after a minor epileptic attack than after a major attack.
Sometimes the patient passes from an attack of epilepsy into an attack
of hysteria,
(2)—Minor Epilepsy (Petit Mai)
Minor epilepsy is the term applied to attacks elwnideri/ed hy impair-
ment or loss of consciousness alone. No hard and fast distinction,
however, separates minor from major epileptic attacks. In the slightest
minor attacks, or'sensations', as the patient sometimes; calls them, there
is a disturbance of consciousness often similar to the aura of a major
attack, and the patient may assert that he still remains to sonic extent
aware of his surroundings. In a slightly more severe attack conscious-
ness is completely lost. The patient turns pale and pauses in what he is
doing; if standing, he continues to stand; his eyes are open, fixed, and
staring, and if addressed he makes no reply, After u few seconds he
recovers consciousness and continues with what he was doing as
though nothing had happened. In somewhat more severe attacks which
are transitional in character between minor and major epilepsy the
postural and motor functions are affected, and the patient on losing
consciousness falls to the ground, or may exhibit slight muscular
rigidity, or carry out a stereotyped movement.

